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Supplementary material for the Climate PoLicy ANalysis (C-PLAN) Model, 

Version 1.0 

Niven Winchester†,‡ and Dominic White* 

This document contains supplementary material for the documentation of Version 1.0 of the Climate 

PoLicy ANalysis (C-PLAN) model. This document has three sections. Section S1 outlines 

requirements for running the model. Section S2 explains how to run scenarios. The final section 

outlines the file structure used for the C-PLAN model. 

S1. Requirements for running the C-PLAN model 

To use the C-PLAN model, users should first obtain the model files from the New Zealand Climate 

Change Commission (CCC) and sign the licensing agreement under which the model is distributed. 

The CCC’s website is https://www.climatecommission.govt.nz/. To run the model, users will need the 

following software and database licences: 

• A licence for the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) that includes licences for (1) 

the GAMS Base Module, (2) the Mathematical Programming System for General Equilibrium 

analysis (MPSGE) subsystem, and (3) the PATH solver. Information about GAMS licences is 

available at https://www.gams.com/. 

• A licence for Version 10 of the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) Database. If users 

have a licene for this database, the CCC will distribute a version of the model that includes 

the data file cplan1.gdx in the inputs directory. This file is an aggregation of the GTAP 

Database and is required to run the C-PLAN model. Licensing information for the GTAP 

Database is available at https://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/databases/default.asp. 

To work with and understand the C-PLAN model, users should have a sound understanding of 

advanced microeconomic theory, especially general equilibrium theory; and knowledge of the GAMS 

and MPSGE programming languages. 

S2. Running scenarios  

Scenarios are simulated in the C-PLAN model by running the control files in the case folder. For 

example, running baseline.gms will simulate the baseline scenario, and running 

policy_TP1.gms will simulate the policy scenario (also known as Transition Pathway 1) 

discussed in the paper. The baseline scenario must be simulated before running the policy scenarios. 
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Results for each scenario, in GAMS Data Exchange (GDX) format, are sent to the results folder 

when the GAMS simulation for the scenario is complete. Table S1 provides a mapping from C-PLAN 

control files to scenarios used in the CCC’s 2021 Draft Advice for Consultation.1  Running the 

scenarios in the case directory will reproduce the results published by the CCC. The C-PLAN model 

files have been tested with GAMS Version 30.3.0. 

Table S1. C-PLAN control files to reproduce results for CCC scenarios. 

C-PLAN file CCC scenario name 

baseline.gms Current Policy Reference 

policy_TP1.gms Transition Pathway 1 (TP1): More removals 

policy_TP2.gms Transition Pathway 2 (TP2): Methane technology 

policy_TP3.gms Transition Pathway 3: (TP3) Less removals 

policy_TP4.gms Transition Pathway 4 (TP4): Faster reductions 

S3. C-PLAN file structure 

This section outlines the file structure used by the C-PLAN model. It provides a file structure list with 

a brief description of each file used in a baseline run of the model. Salient GAMS commands used in 

running the C-PLAN model are described in Table S2. The file structure is shown as a tree diagram in 

Figure S1. 

Table S2: Index for GAMs commands described below. 

Command Description 

INCLUDE A command used to include the context of another file at the position of the input stream.  

GDXIN A command used to load specified items from a GDX file (data file). 

CALL A command used to execute another program during an input stream. 

The text below shows the files called when the baseline.gms is simulated. The text includes a 

brief description of each file called. 

1. INCLUDE: Inputs\load.gms: Code to load the core sets, defining the database and the data 

file. 

1.1. INCLUDE: Inputs\order_sets.gms: a list of the model sectors defined as a set to 

control the ordering of sectors. 

1.2. GDXIN: Inputs\%data%.gdx: the core economic dataset for the model. 

1.3. INCLUDE: Inputs\sets.gms: code defining (most) sets used in the model. 

 
1 The results published by the CCC are available at https://www.climatecommission.govt.nz/get-

involved/sharing-our-thinking/data-and-modelling/. They can be accessed by selecting from the side menu 

‘Macroeconomic modelling results and dataset’ and then clicking on ‘C-PLAN results dataset for 2021 draft 

advice.xlsx’. 
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1.4. INCLUDE: Inputs\parameters.gms: code defining most of the parameters used by 

the model.  

1.5. INCLUDE: Inputs\gtap10data.gms: code to read the GTAP 10 dataset. This file 

defines the relevant parameters to read in the GTAP 10 data. 

1.5.1. GDXIN: Inputs\%data%.gdx: as described above. 

1.5.2. INCLUDE: Inputs\disagg.gms: code to disaggregate existing sectors. 

1.6. INCLUDE: Inputs\calibrate\co2.gms: code to calibrate CO2 emissions in the 

model. 

1.6.1. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\co2.gdx: data for CO2 emissions from the 

combustion of fossil fuels. 

1.7. INCLUDE: Inputs\oghg.gms: code to assign other greenhouse gases in the model. 

1.7.1. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\nonco2_nz.gdx: data for other greenhouse gas 

emissions in New Zealand (process CO2 emissions, CH4 emissions, N2O emissions and 

F-gas emissions). 

1.7.2. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\nonco2_world.gdx: data for other greenhouse 

gas emissions in the Rest of the World. 

1.8. INCLUDE: Inputs\elasticities.gms: code to assign elasticities of substitution in 

the model. 

1.9. INCLUDE: Inputs\calibrate\hht.gms: code to breakout own-supplied transport 

from household consumption. 

2. INCLUDE: Inputs\ref_inputs.gms: code to define reference inputs for New Zealand 

and the Rest of the World. 

2.1. CALL: Inputs\calibrate\baseline_inputs.xlsx, worksheet: 

gams_econ (baseline_econ.gdx): baseline economic data for New Zealand.  

2.2. CALL: Inputs\calibrate\baseline_inputs.xlsx, worksheet: 

gams_elec (baseline_elec.gdx): baseline electricity data for New Zealand. 

2.3. CALL: Inputs\calibrate\baseline_inputs.xlsx, worksheet: 

gams_ev (baseline_ev.gdx): baseline data for electric vehicles in New Zealand. 

2.4. CALL: Inputs\calibrate\baseline_inputs.xlsx, worksheet: 

gams_land (baseline_land.gdx): baseline land use and forestry removals of 

CO2 data for New Zealand.  

2.5. CALL: Inputs\calibrate\baseline_inputs_row.xlsx, worksheet: 

gams_econ (baseline_econ_row.gdx): baseline economic data for the Rest of 

World. 
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2.6. CALL: Inputs\calibrate\baseline_inputs_row.xlsx, worksheet: 

gams_elec (baseline_elec_row.gdx): baseline electricity data for the Rest of 

the World. 

2.7. CALL: Inputs\calibrate\co2prices_base.xlsx, worksheet: 

gams_prices (base_co2price.gdx): baseline carbon prices in New Zealand. 

2.8. CALL: Inputs\calibrate\co2prices_base.xlsx, worksheet: 

gams_allocate (base_allocate.gdx): baseline output-based emissions permit 

allocation rates in New Zealand. 

2.9. CALL: Inputs\calibrate\policy_inputs.xlsx, worksheet: gams_ghg 

(policy_ghg.gdx): Emissions caps for New Zealand in policy scenarios. 

2.10. CALL: Inputs\calibrate\policy_inputs.xlsx, worksheet: 

gams_land (policy_land.gdx): land use and forestry removals of CO2 in New 

Zealand in policy scenarios. 

2.11. CALL: Inputs\calibrate\policy_inputs.xlsx, worksheet: 

gams_allocate (policy_allocate.gdx): output-based emissions permit 

allocation rates in New Zealand in policy scenarios. 

2.12. CALL: Inputs\calibrate\ch4_vaccine.xlsx, worksheet: gams 

(ch4_vaccine.gdx): methane vaccine efficiency and deployment rates in policy 

scenarios. 

2.13. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\baseline_econ.gdx: as described above. 

2.14. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\baseline_elec.gdx: as described above. 

2.15. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\baseline_ev.gdx: as described above. 

2.16. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\baseline_land.gdx: as described above. 

2.17. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\baseline_econ_row.gdx: as described above. 

2.18. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\baseline_elec_row.gdx: as described above. 

2.19. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\base_co2price.gdx: as described above. 

2.20. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\base_allocate.gdx: as described above. 

2.21. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\policy_ghg.gdx: as described above. 

2.22. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\policy_land.gdx: as described above. 

2.23. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\policy_allocate.gdx: as described above. 

2.24. GDXIN: Inputs\calibrate\ch4_vaccine.gdx: as described above. 

2.25. INCLUDE: Inputs\ref_calibrate.gms: code to use the data described above, 

from ref_inputs.gms, to calculate inputs for the baseline scenario. 

2.26. INCLUDE: Inputs\luc_ref.gms: code for land use and land use change in the 

baseline scenario. 
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2.27. INCLUDE: Inputs\new_tech\new_technologies.gms: code for include files 

for new technologies. 

2.27.1. INCLUDE: Inputs\new_tech\nt_rtp1.gms: code to add electric vehicles 

for commercial transportation. 

2.27.2. INCLUDE: Inputs\new_tech\nt_hht1.gms: code to add electric vehicles 

for own-supplied household transportation. 

2.27.3. INCLUDE: Inputs\new_tech\nt_bh.gms: code to add bioheat for 

specified sectors. 

2.27.4. INCLUDE: Inputs\new_tech\nt_eh.gms: code to add electrification of 

heat for specified sectors. 

2.27.5. INCLUDE: Inputs\new_tech\nt_rmk1.gms: code to specify production of 

raw milk with reduced methane emissions. 

2.27.6. INCLUDE: Inputs\new_tech\nt_b_s1.gms: code to specify production of 

beef and sheep with reduced methane emissions. 

2.27.7. INCLUDE: Inputs\new_tech\nt_eoth_ccs.gms: code to add geothermal 

electricity with CCS. 

3. INCLUDE: Inputs\policies.gms: code for to turn off policy flags. 

4. INCLUDE: Inputs\calibrate\ref_policies.gms: code for climate policies 

imposed in the reference scenario.    

5. INCLUDE: Inputs\build.gms: code to run the model and store results. 

5.1. INCLUDE: Inputs\initial_values.gms: code for initial values for baseline 

inputs and policy flags. This includes the installation of initial values to replicate the 

benchmark (in the first period only). 

5.2. INCLUDE: Inputs\model.gms: code to specify the core computable general 

equilibrium model using the Mathematical Programming System for General Equilibrium 

(MPSGE)analysis. 

5.3. INCLUDE: Inputs\loop.gms: code for the loop file to solve the model for each 

period and update certain parameters.  

5.4. INCLUDE: Inputs\refstore.gms: code to store reference values for use in policy 

simulations. 
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Figure S1. C-PLAN file structure as a tree diagram. 
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